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Season 2, Episode 7
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Clawback



While in prison, Ryan discovers patterns that reveal how Oversight gets its funding. Ryan arranges a meeting with Nikita to fill her in, but Amanda intercepts their coded messages to each other and alerts Oversight, who sends in one of their own to interrogate Ryan. Nikita and Michael scramble to break Noah out of prison before Oversight gets to him. Meanwhile, Alex is being tailed by Gogol, and comes face to face with someone from her past.
Quest roles:
Noah Bean(Ryan Fletcher), Dillon Casey(Sean Pierce), Rob Stewart(Roan), Alberta Watson(Senator Madeline Pierce), Lyndie Greenwood(Sonya), Van Hansis(Yuri Levrov), Matthew Glave(Jonathan Gaines)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
4 November 2011, 21:00
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